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Since the advent of cloud its has become a efficient platform for sharing data for big
enterprises, companies, startups and individuals. Cloud has allowed multiple users to
collaborate on data. A certain level of security is desired by the cloud users while sharing
data. Data owners would want to store their data on the cloud while preserving
confidentiality and would want to allow access or provide decryption details to the users
he wants to share data with along with the ability to revoke that access ant any given time.
In this paper the system proposed uses broadcast encryption to encrypt the data while
using the cloud resources efficiently by reducing the overhead caused in the Key
Aggregate Cryptosystem (KAC).
Keywords: Online data sharing, Key-Aggregate Cryptosystem, Security, broadcast
encryption, Cloud.

INTRODUCTION
Recent techniques for security while sharing data
are majorly of two types - a third party authentication
system or using a private key to perform encryption
besides maintaining anonymity. KAC is a different point of
view of broadcast encryption. While the latter uses a
method where a unique cipher text is broad cast to
multiple users and the information is decrypted using their
personal private key, the former follows a method where
an aggregate key is broadcast and can be used to decrypt
the information. The cloud is prone to security attacks and
can make shared data vulnerable, this is an obstacle in its
acceptance as a prime means of sharing the data [11].
The reasons this system cannot be deployed are basically,
the number of secret keys would increase with the
increase in count of data classes. Furthermore, revocation
of access to any user would require re-encryption of the
subset of data associated with that user and re-distribution
of new keys to other users which causes issues in
scalability [12].
This paper attempts to outline a framework for data
sharing that is comparatively secure while being efficient to
implement. A cost-effective executable sort of the
conventional
key-aggregate cryptosystem (KAC) has
been described in this paper. This method is fully CCAsecure and collusion resistant with lower overhead.

LITERATURE REVIEW
[1] Spice–simple privacy-preserving identitymanagement for cloud environment, Sherman SM Chow,
Yi-Jun He Some of the major security threats in cloud are
privacy and identity security. Although there are a few
solutions for identity management, not one of these
solutions can solve all the occurring issues.
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The property of unlink ability in cloud establishes that even
during collusion none of the cloud service providers can
connect the transactions of a single user. In contrast,
entrust able authentication is a signature of the cloud
platform where several cloud service providers collaborate
to supply a packaged service and only one of those
service providers acts as the source while others remain
transparent [13]. The source service provider is in charge
of interacting with the clients and extending authentication
to them. It should be noticed that every service provider
has his own method of authenticating clients which
depends on a set of different attributes. Also, every service
provider is limited to a particular set of attributes [14]. This
scheme combines and exploits two group signatures so
that it can be randomized to make the same signature look
different for different uses and hide parts of messages [2].
Dynamic secure cloud storage with provenance, Sherman
SM Chow, Cheng-Kang Chu One of the issues while using
cloud storage is that vulnerable data must be kept
confidential from the servers that lie outside the trust
domain. Moreover, the user would want to remain
anonymous while sharing or accessing the data. To utilize
the cloud to its full potential a confidential data sharing
mechanism that is fine-grained, dynamic, scalable,
accountable and secure. A method for constructing a
secure cloud storage system is defined which supports
dynamic users and data records. The previously existing
system does not support the above properties. A system is
designed by providing authentication and encryption along
with instantiating the design with a revocable signature
and broadcast encryption with cipher texts and private
keys of constant size.
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System Work
A multi-cloud storage system that could leverage
some of commodity cloud providers (e.g., Amazon,
Google) with the aim of dispensing is given as actual with
across distinct administrative domains. This “cloud of
clouds” version is receiving growing attention in recent
times with cloud storage organizations which encompass
EMC, IBM, and Microsoft, presenting merchandise for
multi cloud structures. The foe might additionally finish
that both by method for leveraging flaws or backdoors in
the key-technology programming system or by means of
compromising the module that saves those keys (within
the cloud or in those person). Since cipher text obstructs
are disbursed crosswise over servers facilitated inside
exceptional domains.

Figure.3. Cryptographic process
Those suggested methodology administer absolute
cryptographic magic for every information record about
client. The figure 2 depicts those generally methodology of
the encryption, decryption, and more enter management.
Those client substance and CS portal need aid both reliant
with one another (to fruition on whole information security
furthermore sharing process.
The different modules described in the system are
●
File Upload
●
File Download
●
File Update
The modules are described below:
File Upload

Figure.1. Preprocessing cipher encryption
Bastion departs starting with existing AON encryption
schemes. Current schemes require an pre-processing
round from cipher encryption to the AONT, went with
accompany by another round about block cipher
encryption figure 1.

Figure.2. Post processing Cipher Encryption
Differently, bastion initially encrypts that detail for one
circular about block cipher encryption, following which
applies an proficient straight post-processing of the cipher
text figure 2. A polynomial-time algorithm a need no
unimportant profit on separating those conclusion security
from of bastion might be utilized as black-box through
another polynomial-time set about decides B should
intrude the conclusion security of the underlying encryption
mode.
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If the owner wants to share data among a group of users
then the first step that he must perform is to send a file
encryption request to the cloud. The request also includes
attributes like the file f, that is to be shared and the list l, of
users that are to be allowed access to the respective file.
The list l, also includes the access rights for the users i.e.
READ-ONLY or READ-WRITE access. A number of
different parameters also set to impose finer control on the
data. This list l, is used to generate an access control list
for the data. A new list is created only when the data has
to be shared with a new group or a non-existing group. If
the group has been created previously, request for
encryption will not contain l; instead, the ID of the occuring
group will be sent. After the request is received the group
of users is created from access control list. the access
control list is maintained for every file. It contains
information like file ID size, owner details, list of users and
their ID’s, etc. If the group previously existed, only the
access control list is generated. Next, appropriate cipher
like Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is used to
encrypt the file . An encrypted file is generated ad output.
A private key is generated for every user for later
authentication. In order to protect the file’s integrity, a
hash-based message authentication code (HMAC)
signature is calculated for every encrypted file.
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Table.1. Encryption memory consumption of the proposed
Scheme
The request contains the details of the user and the files
Upload time = Time of submission of request+ processing alongside the requested changes. Once it is verified that
of encryption
the user has write access to the file it is encrypted. The
latter encrypted file is uploaded to the cloud and the
existing file is removed or deleted.

Table.1. Upload Time

Table.3. Key Generation time

File Download
First the user has to be authenticated or authorized. Only
after the user has been authorized he can search for files
and request for downloads. The cloud first verifies whether
the user is genuine. The download/decrypt request
includes a part of the user’s key i.e. his private key. This
private key provides authentication for the user, Since any
two users cannot have the same private key they cannot
use another users key as an imitation. After a successful
authentication the download/decryption is initiated. If
correct private key is received request is accepted else it is
denied. Providing that the decryption is successful the file
is sect to the user that requests it via. a communication
channel. As with the file upload process, file downloading
can directly be done by the cloud server instead of the
user.
Upload time = Time of submission of request+ processing
of decryption

CONCLUSIONS
This paper attempts to outline a framework for data
sharing that is comparatively secure while being efficient to
implement. A cost-effective executable sort of the
conventional key-aggregate cryptosystem (KAC) has been
described in this paper. Our development serves as a
productive result to a few information offering requisitions
on the cloud, including collaborated oriented information
sharing, result permit circulation and more therapeutic
information sharing.
An example of how the existing construction has been
modified to achieve a secure model is presented. The
concept of KAC has been coupled with broadcast
encryption to achieve an improved efficiency.
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